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Unleash the power of the sub-conscious mind. Clear self-defeating blocks and awaken the universal

genius of higher creative consciousness. 2 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, NEW AGE:

Self-Help Details: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION... My talents are abundant - My creative awareness is

growing - My voice is free and expressive - I am naturally talented - My voice is a masterful and creative

instrument - All vocal blocks are disappearing - My learning is accelerated - My voice is healthy and

strong... (and many more empowering affirmations). Enjoy the tranquil ocean waves on this CD while

your subconscious mind tunes into positive suggestions for accelerated creative and professional

performance. The spoken messages are recorded at low audio levels, embedded under the soothing

waves and undetected by conscious hearing. As there is nothing to criticize or analyze, the messages

can be learned easily at your deepest brain levels where self-identity and performance expectations have

been in development since early childhood years. Change happens effortlessly as old blocks are cleared

away and new motivating attitudes are learned. SINGING FOR EVERYONE... Youve got an important

decision to make. Whether you are a serious trade performer or just love to sing for pleasure, DIVAS IN

TRAINING offers a wide range of services to enhance your vocal talent and commercial edge. THE

DIVAS IN TRAINING PHILOSOPHY... Our quality artist development program helps singers empower

their craft and build effective vocal habits with our DIVAS IN TRAINING emphasis on solid vocal

technique, personal development and career direction. We know that serious singers deserve select

training to develop their competitive edge for the demanding music industry. We are the Rolls-Royce of

artist development and our standards our high because your artistic and professional foundation begins

here. MEET YOUR ARTISTIC AND CAREER COACH, SUSAN LOMBARDO, MBA... Susan Howell

Lombardo, MBA, is an Executive Producer and Vocal Director at Premier West Entertainment (Divas In

Training), an artist development enterprise in South Jordan, UT with affiliate studios in Las Vegas, NV

and Hollywood, CA. Susans vocal clients have performed in top venues as the Las Vegas MGM, House

of Blues-Sunset, The Century Club, Popkomm-Berlin, Americas Most Talented Kids (NBC), the White
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House, the 2002 Winter Olympics, Las Vegas Cashman Field, NASCAR, and Lord Of The Rings film

soundtracks as a partial mention of credits. As Executive Producer of Platinum Divas Live!, the esteemed

New Artist showcases of Hollywood and Europe, Susan Lombardo has the hands-on business sense and

contacts to build real Diva careers in the competitive and entrepreneurial new millennium. KVVU-Fox 5,

Las Vegas, has also turned to Susan as a trusted vocal consultant and talent judge for Gimme The

Mike(Mic). Susan Lombardo, the famed industry Vocal Notes columnist of the Las Vegas Callback News

and recognized Los Angeles FM radio voice from KPFKs For The Record, speaks out the media in behalf

of Singers. Susan presently hosts the music industry buzz show, "Muzik Talk Radio" on K-TALK am630,

Salt Lake City. Susan Lombardo was recruited as Producer and Cast Vocal Coach by the Academy of

Performing Arts, Japan, for double ticket seasons at the 2,000 seat Niigata Terrsa Theater. Ms.

Lombardo has been sought by Hollywood's most popular institutions as Musicians Institute (MI) and

Synthesis Performing Company to share her life-study techniques and professional skills in career

management. Susan Howell Lombardo pursued her own vocal studies at the Santa Cecilia Conservatory

of Music in Rome and The Juilliard School in New York City. She has a BA in Musical Theatre from CSU,

Northridge, and an MBA from Pepperdine University.
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